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Nearing lunchtime on a crisp, bright day in London, I found myself seeking refuge from 

the hubbub on a quiet side road named Watling Street. Tucked away between quaint shops and 

little cafes stood a majestic Anglican church built in gothic style. From first glance, one could 

assume it was built centuries ago––the stone exterior gave off the impression that the building 

had literally stood the test of time. As I would later learn, the church is named Saint Mary 

Aldermary Church and was probably built before 1100, then rebuilt after the Great Fire of 

London in 1666 and again after bombings during the London Blitz of the Second World War.  

As I walked inside through the west doors, I passed a small garden where a food truck 

sold burritos to a growing line of people. Once I was inside, the beauty of the space took my 

breath away. Sunlight streamed through the exquisite stained glass windows, giving the space a 

soft glow and illuminating the lofty domed ceiling. Toward the back of the sanctuary, behind the 

rows of pews, were a mixture of small tables seating two, long tables, benches and sofas. In the 

back corner stood a counter serving a variety of coffees, teas, baked goods and light lunch items. 

My initial reaction was a conflicted one. As a preacher’s kid who rarely misses a Sunday 

and who views church sanctuaries as deeply spiritual and holy places, my first instinct was to 

view the “coffee shop” vibe I was experiencing as offensive and sacrilegious. I looked at the 

professionals enjoying their lunches in the pews with a bit of contempt as they laughed and 

conversed with one another. However, as I sat and enjoyed my iced coffee in the beautiful 

sanctuary, I began to wonder: who is allowed to use this space? Do I, as a person who identifies 

as a practicing Christian have more of a right to be there than someone who doesn't identify that 

way? As I reflected, I came to understand that this unconventional model works because it 

engages people who may not respond to traditional expressions of church but are still curious 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Blitz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
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about religion – the growing contingent that describes itself as not religious, but spiritual. Put 

simply, it brings more people into a church than would normally come through the door. Given 

this, it is not up to me to determine who is allowed or not allowed to be in the space; my hours 

spent in churches on Sunday mornings do not make me more welcome there than someone just 

discovering church as a meaningful place.  

Earlier in this course, I looked at a different historical site that also had a change in use 

like St. Mary Aldermary Church. In 2016, a building on Davidson College’s campus that 

operated as a laundry facility for nearly a century was reopened as a student resource center. 

While the laundry facility was popular among students, it was an unnecessary luxury and the 

funds used to run it could be allocated elsewhere. After a survey about food insecurity among 

students highlighted the great disparity of need among Davidson College students, the 

administration made the change to open a resource center. This ensured that Davidson could be a 

place where students of all socioeconomic backgrounds could thrive.  

While St. Mary Aldermary Church still functions as a normal church and has services on 

Sundays, I was curious why the coffee shop component was added. While visiting the site, I 

spoke to some staff members who explained to me that the church was on the verge of dying a 

few years ago as an under-used and under-appreciated building. The Moot Community, a 

new-monastic group, created the cafe as a way to make people feel comfortable in the space in 

order to restore the church building to what it once was: a welcoming hub for the local 

community and a public space where friendships could be developed. In this way, the Moot 

Community did what the Davidson Administration did when it changed the laundry service to 

the resource center: it addressed a growing need within the community and made the necessary 
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adjustments to the building. They recognized that a more traditional version of church did not 

appeal to everyone and the change was a way to maintain the purpose of the building and meet 

more people’s needs. Just as aspects of the building were rebuilt after natural disasters or acts of 

warfare, the way in which the church engages the community also had to be rebuilt as 

generations have changed.  

This notion of growing and changing cities and historical sites reminded me of a section 

in Roy Porter’s book, London: A Social History, in which he argues that “Cities are not 

machines, built once and for all, but remarkable organisms. Like a coral reef, the city is always 

becoming a product, but that is because, first of all, it is a process.”  In that way, the St. Mary 1

Aldermary Church is a perfect example of a building which changes with a growing city. It holds 

a deep connection to the past but also an obligation to meet the current group of Londoners 

where they are. Does this mean that as a whole, London is becoming less religious and rejecting 

notions of traditional church? I do not know. Whether those professionals sitting in the pews 

were there to enjoy a sandwich or to have a spiritual epiphany does not matter. What does matter 

is that community is formed in a space that was designed centuries ago for just that purpose.  

 

1 Roy Porter, introduction to London: A Social History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1994), 
8.  
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Top Left: The view from the back of the sanctuary. Top Right: Professionals pause for a 
lunch break in the pews. Bottom Left: A stained-glass representation of the London Blitz 
during World War II. 
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